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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the monadic second order logic (MSO)
and two of its extensions, namely Counting MSO (CMSO) and Presburger MSO
(PMSO), interpreted over unranked and unordered trees. We survey classes of
tree automata introduced for the logics PMSO and CMSO as well as other re-
lated formalisms; we gather results from the literature and sometimes clarify or
fill the remaining gaps between those various formalisms. Finally, we complete
our study by adapting these classes of automata for capturing precisely the ex-
pressiveness of the logic MSO.

1 Introduction

Relationship between logics and tree automata for ranked trees has been established by
Thatcher and Wright in their seminal paper [19]: they proved that languages of finite
and ranked trees that are accepted by tree automata coincide with the models of monadic
second-order logic (MSO) sentences when interpreted over (ranked) tree structures.

Recently, due to the development of semi-structured databases and in particular, of
XML, there has been some new interest in unranked and ordered trees; for those trees,
the number of children of some node is nota priori bounded and for instance, does not
depend on the symbol labeling this position in the tree. Moreover, those trees are said to
be ordered in the sense that there exists a total ordering on children of each node. The
relationship between logics and automata has been carried over unranked and ordered
trees [13],[1]: once again, languages that are definable by means of tree automata are
exactly models of MSO sentences.

In this paper we consider unranked and unordered trees,ie trees that are unranked
but without any ordering relation between children of the same node. As noticed by
Courcelle in [4], the fact that there is no order between siblings drastically reduces the
expressiveness of MSO: hence, for ordered unranked trees, properties such as “the root
has an even number of children labeled withb” or such as “the number of nodes in the
tree is a multiple of5” can be expressed in MSO (where the ordering relation on sib-
ling nodes is represented as an ordering relation or as some successor relation). It goes
differently for unranked and unordered trees where those two latter properties can no
longer be expressed in MSO. Courcelle proposed in [4] to extend MSO with some con-
straints for counting modulo on cardinalities of sets. He showed that this logic, named
Counting MSO (CMSO), can be related to tree automata by the notion of algebraic
recognizability in the sense of [12]: a set of trees can be expressed by some CMSO
sentence iff it is recognizable.



Recently, Seidl, Schwentick and Muscholl introduced Presburger monadic second
order logic (PMSO) [18]: it extends MSO with a new kind of atomic formulax/φ; in
such an atomic formula,x is a variable denoting a node of the tree andφ is a Presburger
formula expressing arithmetical constraints on the cardinality of sets when restricted
to the children ofx. Seidl et al. also defined a notion of automata, called Presburger
tree automata, and showed that tree languages accepted by Presburger tree automata are
precisely models of PMSO sentences.

The objective of this paper is two folds: first, we gather results concerning for-
malisms that can express sets of unranked and unordered trees definable by PMSO and
CMSO sentences. This survey permits to clarify or sometimes make explicit the re-
lationship of different formalisms, in particular, various classes of tree automata (eg
Presburger tree automata [18], ACU equational tree automata [15], [20] and equational
tree languages [4] when considering the logic PMSO). Our second aim is to try to get
a uniform view on tree languages that can be defined by the logics CMSO and PMSO,
but also by MSO: in particular, for PMSO and CMSO, we try to adapt systematically
(when possible) a formalism associated to some specific logic to the other one. Finally,
we investigate the expressiveness of the logic MSO: considering formalisms used for
describing CMSO and PMSO definable sets, we propose subclasses capturing precisely
MSO over unranked and unordered trees.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents definitions for trees as graphs,
an algebraic view of trees and recall Presburger formulas. In Section 3 we define the
three logic formalisms MSO, CMSO and PMSO. Sections 4 and 5 survey PMSO- and
CMSO-complete formalisms respectively, and in Sections 6 and 7 we present new char-
acterizations of PMSO- and CMSO-definable sets of trees. Finally, in Section 8 we give
characterizations of MSO-definable sets of trees.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Tree Model

We consider here edge-labeled1 unranked and unordered trees (called simply trees in
the rest of the paper).

Trees will be finite non-empty directed graphs with a distinguished node, the root of
the tree, such that for any node, there exists exactly one path from the root to this node.
Additionally, we suppose a mapping associating with each edge of the graph a label
from a finite setΛ. Formally, a tree is given by a triple(V,E, λ) such thatV is a finite
non-empty set of nodes,E ⊆ V × V is a finite set of edges andλ is a mapping from
E to Λ. Moreover, it satisfies that any node is reached by a unique path from the root:
for any nodesvn, v

′
n′ , for any two sequencesv0, v1, . . . , vn andv′0, v

′
1, . . . , v

′
n′ such

thatv0, v′0 both denote the root of the tree,vn,v′n′ are equal and(vi, vi+1), (v′j , v
′
j+1)

belong toE for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n′ − 1, the two sequences are identical.

1 For simplicity, we assume that nodes are unlabeled. However, the results presented here could
be extended to trees where both edges and nodes are labeled.



As usual, we consider two isomorphic trees as being equal. We denoteTree the set
of all trees. We denoteroot(τ) the root of the treeτ and for any nodev, children(v) the
set of nodes{v′ | (v, v′) ∈ E}.

2.2 An Algebraic View of Trees

We adopt the algebraic view of trees proposed in [4]. We consider the signatureΣ given
by the constant0, the unary function symbolsa for eacha in Λ and the binary (infix)
symbol|.

Let T be theΣ-algebra whose domain is the set of all finite edge-labeled trees. The
constant0 is interpreted inT as0T the tree having one single node and no edge (we
consider only non-empty graphs). For any treeτ defined as(V,E, λ), the treeaT (τ) is
given by(V ∪ {r}, E ∪ {r, root(τ)}, λ′) wherer is a new node (not belonging toV )
andλ′ extendsλ by lettingλ′((r, root(τ))) = a. For treesτ, τ ′ defined as(V,E, λ),
(V ′, E′, λ′) respectively,τ |T τ ′ is the tree given by(V ′′, E′′, λ′′) where (assuming
V ∩ V ′ = ∅):

– V ′′ = (V ∪ V ′ ∪ {r}) r {root(τ), root(τ ′)} (wherer /∈ V ∪ V ′)
– E′′ = {(r, v) | v ∈ children(root(τ))∪ children(root(τ ′))}∪ (Er {(root(τ), v) |
v ∈ V }) ∪ (E′ r {(root(τ ′), v′) | v′ ∈ V }).

– λ′′ is defined asλ andλ′ for edges inE′′ coming fromE andE′ respectively and
by λ′′((r, v)) = λ((root(τ), v)) if v ∈ E andλ′′((r, v)) = λ((root(τ ′), v)) if
v ∈ E′.

Informally, aT (t) adds a new edge labeled bya from a new node (the new root) to
the ancient root oft whereast |T t′ is obtained fromt andt′ by merging their roots.
Figure 1 illustrates algebraic operations on trees.
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Fig. 1.Algebraic operations over trees.

One can remark that the set of treesTree is finitely generated byΣ, that is each tree
in Tree can be obtained by combining the operators from theΣ-algebraT .

It should also be noticed that the operation|T is associative and commutative over
trees and that0T is its neutral element. Therefore,(Tree, |T ,0T ) is a commutative
monoid.

We will also considerC the algebra of terms built over the signatureΣ (ie the initial
algebra overΣ). We will denotehC the unique homomorphism fromC, theΣ-algebra
of terms toT , the algebra of trees.



2.3 Arithmetical Formulas

In this paper, we will have to consider different kinds of arithmetical formulas inter-
preted overN the set of natural numbers. Different logics will be defined depending on
the atomic predicates that are allowed.

Let U be a set of natural variables andB be a set of atomic formulas whose free
variables belong toU . We defineFU (B) as the least set of formulas such that(i) B is
included inFU (B) and(ii) if φ,φ′ are inFU (B) thenφ∧φ′, ¬φ are inFU (B) as well.

For our purpose, we are going to consider only two kinds of atomic formulas:p ≤ p′

andDivk(p), wherek is some fixed natural number different from zero andp is an
arithmetical term defined as:

p ::= n | u | p+ p (u ∈ U , n ∈ N)

Formulas inFU (B) are interpreted over(N, {+}, {≤, Divk}) the structure of natu-
rals where+ is interpreted as the addition function,≤ as the usual ordering overN and
finally, Divk is the unary predicate such thatDivk(n) holds ifn is divisible byk. The
semantics for Boolean connectives is the usual one.

Let φ be a formula fromFU (B). We say that a valuationµ mapping free variables
of φ to naturals is a solution ofφ if the structure(N, {+}, {≤, Divk}) is a model ofφ
under the valuationµ.

Formulas fromFU ({p ≤ p′, Divk(p)}) are calledPresburger formulasand the
ones fromFU ({p ≤ p′}) are calledordering formulas.

Strictly speaking, Presburger formulas usually allow also existential quantification
∃u.φ. However, it is well-known that for any Presburger formulaφ with quantification,
there exists an equivalent (quantifier-free) formulaφ′ from FU ({p ≤ p′, Divk(p)}).2
Note that this is not the case for ordering formulas for which adding existential quan-
tification strictly increases their expressiveness.3

An atomic formula from{p ≤ p′, Divk(p)} is said to beunary if this formula
contains only one variable (but possibly several occurrences of it). By extension, a for-
mulaφ fromFU ({p ≤ p′, Divk(p)}) is unary if it is built over unary atomic formulas.
Note that a unary formula may contain several different variables but any of its atoms
contains only one variable.

We will denoteF1
U ({p ≤ p′, Divk(p)}) (resp.F1

U ({p ≤ p′})) the set of unary
Presburger formulas (resp. of unary ordering formulas).

2.4 Presburger-Definable Sets and Multiset Languages

Let Nl be the set of tuples of lengthl of naturals. A subsetN of Nl is said to be
Presburger-definable(resp.ordering-definable) if there exists a Presburger formula

2 The first-order theory of formulas built over{p ≤ p′, Divk(p)} interpreted over natural num-
bers admits quantifier elimination.

3 In presence of existential quantifications, Presburger and ordering formulas are equally expres-
sive asDivk(p) can be written as∃y.p = y + . . . + y| {z }

k

.



(resp. an ordering formula)φ whose free variables are(x1, . . . , xl) considered as to-
tally ordered and such that for any tuple(n1, . . . , nl) from N , the valuation{x1 7→
n1, . . . , xl 7→ nl} is a solution ofφ.

LetA = (a1, . . . , al) be a sequence of symbols. We denoteM(A) the set of all mul-
tisets whose elements are inA. The Parikh mapping [17] is a mapping fromM(A) to
Nl defined asπA(m) = (|m|a1 , . . . , |m|al

), where|m|ai is the number of occurrences
of ai in the multisetm. Parikh mappings are extended as mappings from multiset lan-
guages to subsets ofNl as follows: forM ⊆ M(A), πA(M) = {πA(m) | m ∈M}.

Denoting∅ the empty multiset and] the multiset union,

Definition 1. The familyRat(M(A)) of rational multiset languages is the least subset
of M(A) which contains any finite subset ofM(A) and such that ifL,L′ belong to
Rat(M(A)) thenL ∪ L′, L ] L′ = {m ]m′ | m ∈ L andm′ ∈ L′}, L∗ =

⋃
n∈N L

n

(whereL0 = ∅ andLi+1 = Li ] L for i > 0) belong toRat(M(A)).

It is well-known that

Note 1. Let N be a subset ofNl andA = (a1, . . . , al) be some alphabet. ThenN is
Presburger-definable iffπ−1

A (N) ∈ Rat(M(A)).

Definition 2. A multiset languageL ∈ M(A) is recognizable if there exists a monoid
morphismh from (L,], {∅}) to a finite monoid(D,+, ι) and a finite subsetD′ ofD
such thatL = h−1(D′).

We denoteRec(M(A)) the set of recognizable multiset languages. It is well-known
that the set of recognizable multisets is strictly included into the set of rational multisets,
ie Rec(M(A)) ( Rat(M(A)).

3 MSO-Based Logics for Trees

We consider in this section monadic second-order logic (MSO) as well as two exten-
sions of it. First, let us recall how trees can be viewed as logical structures over which
logical formulas are interpreted.

Let σ be the signature{labela | a ∈ Λ} where thelabela’s are binary predicates.
With a treeτ = (V,E, λ), we associate a finiteσ-structureSτ = 〈V, {labelτa | a ∈ Λ}〉,
such thatlabelτa(v, v′) holds inSτ if (v, v′) ∈ E andλ((v, v′)) = a.

We assume a countable set of first-order variables ranging over byx, y, z, . . . and a
countable set of second-order variables ranging over byX,Y, Z, . . ..

Definition 3. The formulas of the logic MSO are defined by the following syntax:

ψ ::= labela(x, y) | x ∈ X | ψ ∨ ψ | ¬ψ | ∃x.ψ | ∃X.ψ

Let S be aσ-structure whose domain isV . Let ρ be a valuation mapping first-order
variables to elements ofV and second-order variables to subsets ofV . The structureS
is a model of a MSO formulaψ under the valuationρ (defined for free variables ofψ)
denotedS |=ρ ψ, if:



– ψ is labela(x, y) andlabela(ρ(x), ρ(y)) holds inS;
– ψ is x ∈ X andρ(x) belongs toρ(X);
– ψ isψ1 ∨ ψ2 (resp.¬ψ′) andS |=ρ ψ1 or S |=ρ ψ2 (resp.S 6 |=ρψ

′) holds;
– ψ is ∃x.ψ′ and there exists an elementv from V s.t.S |=ρ[x→v] ψ

′ holds.
– ψ is ∃X.ψ′ and there exists a subsetV ′ of V s.t.S |=ρ[X→V ′] ψ

′ holds.

Overloading the notation, for a closed MSO formulaψ and a treeτ , we writeτ |= ψ
wheneverSτ |= ψ for theσ-structureSτ associated withτ ; moreover, we write[[ψ]]
to denote the set of all treesτ such thatτ |= ψ. We say that a set of treesT is MSO-
definableif there exists some closed MSO formulaψ such that[[ψ]] = T .

The logic CMSOCourcelle defined in [4] the counting MSO logic (CMSO) as an ex-
tension of MSO. The syntax of CMSO4 augments the one from MSO with an atomic
formulaModi

j(X) whereX is a second-order variable andi, j are naturals such that
i 6= 0 andj < i. The formulaModi

j(X) holds for aσ-structureS and a mappingρ
associating withX a subset of the domain ofS if the cardinality ofρ(X) moduloi is
equal toj.

The logic PMSOSeidlet al. introduced in [18] an extension of MSO called Presburger
MSO (PMSO). This extension is defined by a new kind of atomic formulas of the form
x/φ, φ being a Presburger formula fromFV({p ≤ p′, Divk(p)}), whereV is the set of
integer variables{#X | X is a second-order variable}.

The formulax/φ holds in someσ-structureS under a valuationρ if the valuationµ
mapping each variable#X from φ to the cardinality of the setρ(X) ∩ children(ρ(x))
is a solution forφ.5

CMSO-definableandPMSO-definableset of trees are defined on the same way that
MSO-definable set of trees.

4 A Survey on PMSO-Complete Formalisms

In this section, we present various formalisms which are able to express precisely
PMSO definable sets of trees.

4.1 Presburger Tree Automata

In [18], Seidlet al. introduced Presburger tree automata which correspond to the logic
PMSO. We define here an adaptation of these automata for edge-labeled trees. Later
on we identify precisely subclasses of these automata for the logics MSO and CMSO.
These automata are also very close to sheaves automata from [8],[7].

4 Actually, the syntax of CMSO from [4] is richer than the one we consider here; there, the
logic has two sorts for both individual and set variables, respectively a sort for nodes and a
sort for edges. However, Courcelle showed in [5] that this two-sorted extension does not add
expressive power when trees are considered.

5 PMSO allows to express quite complex relationships between cardinalities of sets; however,
those sets are always relative to some precise node. For arbitrary sets, the associated monadic
second order logic would be undecidable [11].



Definition 4. A Presburger tree automaton(PTA) is given by a tuple(Λ,Q, F, δ) where
Λ is a finite set of labels,Q is a finite set of states,δ is a transition mapping from
Q× Λ toFU ({p ≤ p′, Divk(p)}) whereU is {xq | q ∈ Q} and finally,F ∈ FU ({p ≤
p′, Divk(p)}) is the acceptance condition.

A run rA for a treeτ = (V,E, λ) and a PTAA = (Λ,Q, F, δ) is a mapping from
E to Q such that for all edges(v, v′) in E, µv |= δ(rA((v, v′)), λ((v, v′))) whereµv

is the valuation associating with each variablexq the cardinality of the set{(v′, v′′) |
(v′, v′′) ∈ E andrA((v′, v′′)) = q}.

Informally, a run labels edges with states fromQ: the state labeling some edge
e = (v, v′) depends on the label of the edge as well as on the multiplicity of the states
labeling the edges originating from the nodev′ (ie edges of the form(v′, v′′) for some
nodev′′).

A treeτ = (V,E, λ) is accepted by a Presburger tree automatonA = (Λ,Q, F, δ)
if there exists a runr for τ andA such thatµF |= F whereµF is the valuation asso-
ciating with each variablexq the cardinality of the set{(root(τ), v) | (root(τ), v) ∈
E andrA((root(τ), v)) = q}. For some PTAA, we denoteL(A) the set of all trees
accepted byA.

Example 1.The Presburger tree automatonA1 here after accepts precisely the set of
trees of height 1 such that the root has as manya outgoing edges asb ones:A1 =
({a, b}, {qa, qb}, xqa = xqb

, δ) whereδ is the transition mapping such thatδ((qa, a)) =
δ((qb, b)) = xqa

≤ 0∧xqb
≤ 0 andδ((qa, b)) = δ((qb, a)) = false. The automatonA2

accepts precisely the set of trees satisfying that each node has as manya outgoing edges
asb ones:A2 = ({a, b}, {qa, qb}, xqa

= xqb
, δ) whereδ is the transition mapping such

thatδ((qa, a)) = δ((qb, b)) = (xqa = xqb
) andδ((qa, b)) = δ((qb, a)) = false.

b
qa qb

qb qa

b a

a

Fig. 2.Run of the automatonA2.

Theorem 1. [18] For any set of treesT , T is PMSO-definable iff there exists some
Presburger tree automatonA that acceptsT .

4.2 Rational-Multiset Tree Automata

Colcombet proposed in [2] rational-multiset tree automata. We give here a slightly
rephrased definition of those automata.



Definition 5. A rational-multiset automaton (RatMA) is a tuple(Λ,Q, F, δ) whereΛ
is a finite set of labels,Q is a finite set of states,δ is a transition mapping fromQ× Λ
toRat(M(Q)) andF ∈ Rat(M(Q)) is the acceptance condition.

A run rA for a treeτ = (V,E, λ) and a RatMAA = (Λ,Q, F, δ) is a mapping from
E toQ such that for all edges(v, v′) inE, the multiset{rA((v′, v1)), . . . , rA((v′, vn))}
belongs toδ(rA((v, v′)), λ((v, v′))), v1 . . . vn being exactly the children ofv′.

A tree τ = (V,E, λ) is accepted by a RatMAA = (Λ,Q, F, δ) if there exists a
run r for τ andA such that{rA((root(τ), v1)), . . . , rA((root(τ), vn))} belongs toF ,
v1 . . . vn being exactly the children ofroot(τ). For some RatMAA, we denoteL(A)
the set of all trees accepted byA.

Using Note 1, it is straightforward that

Proposition 1. For any set of treesT , T is PMSO-definable iff there exists a rational-
multiset automatonA that acceptsT .

4.3 ACU Equational Tree Automata

Let us consider the equational theoryACU stating that| is associative and commutative
and that0 is its neutral element. Formally,

ACU

 x | 0 = x
x | y = y | x

x | (y | z) = (x | y) | z

We write t 'ACU t′ whenever the twoΣ-termst andt′ are equal moduloACU. It
is well-known that even when a term languageL is regular, itsACU-closure, that is the
set of terms{t | t 'ACU t

′ andt′ ∈ L}, may not be regular.
For dealing with languages obtained as closure of regular term languages by some

equational theory, Ohsaki [15],[16] and Verma [20] have independently introduced so-
calledequational tree automata.6

An ACU equational tree automatonA over the signatureΣ is given by a tuple
(Σ,Q, F,∆) whereQ is a finite set of states,F ⊆ Q is the set of final states and
∆ is a finite set of transition rules of the form (q, q1, q2 being states fromQ anda a
unary symbol fromΣ):

0 → q a(q1) → q q1 | q2 → q

A run for aΣ-term t in an ACU equational tree automatonA = (Σ,Q, F,∆)
is a sequencet1, . . . , tn of terms built over the signatureΣ ∪ Q (where states from
Q are considered as constants) such thatt1 = t, tn ∈ Q and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
ti 'ACU t′ →∆ t′′ 'ACU ti+1 for some termst′, t′′. The relation→∆ is the ground
rewriting relation induced by∆. A run t1, . . . , tn is acceptingif the statetn belongs to
F . A Σ-term t is accepted by someACU equational tree automatonA if there exists

6 For some equational theory, the classes of automata defined respectively in [15] and in [20]
may differ. However, they do coincide for theACU equational theory.



an accepting run fort in A. Finally, the language accepted by anACU equational tree
automatonA over the signatureΣ is the set of allΣ-terms having an accepting run in
A.

Definition 6. A set ofΣ-terms isACU-regularif it is accepted by anACU equational
tree automaton.

Ohsaki showed in [15] that a languageE is ACU-regular iff there exists a regular
set ofΣ-termsE′ such thatE = {t′ | t 'ACU t

′ andt ∈ E′}.

Lemma 1. For any twoΣ-termst, t′, if t 'ACU t
′ thenhC(t) = hC(t′)

Proof. By definition, t 'ACU t′ holds iff there exists a sequence of termst1, . . . , tn
such thatt = t1, t′ = tn and for alli ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, there exists an equationl = r
or r = l in theACU theory satisfying thatti = C[θ(l)] andti+1 = C[θ(r)] for some
contextC and some substitutionθ mapping variables froml, r to Σ-terms. The proof
goes by trivial induction over the contextC.

From Colcombet’s work [2], it follows easily that

Proposition 2. For anyACU-closed set ofΣ-termsE, E is ACU-regular iff hC(E) is
accepted by some rational-multiset automaton.

As for any set of treesT , h−1
C (T ) is alwaysACU-closed (see Lemma 1),

Corollary 1. For any set of treesT , T is accepted by some rational-multiset automaton
iff h−1

C (T ) is ACU-regular.

5 A Survey on CMSO-Complete Formalisms

We present here formalisms expressing precisely CMSO definable sets of trees.

5.1 Algebraic Recognizability

We focus first on the notion ofalgebraic recognizabilityin the sense of Mezei and
Wright [12].

Definition 7 ([12]). LetM be aΣ-algebra andB be a subset of the domain ofM.
ThenB is said to beM-recognizableif there exists a finiteΣ-algebraA with domain
dom(A), a homomorphism fromM to A and a finite subsetD of dom(A) such that
B = h−1(D).

As a particular case, a tree languageT is T -recognizable if there exists a finiteΣ-
algebraA with domaindom(A), a homomorphism fromT toA and a finite subsetD
of dom(A) such thatT = h−1(D).

Theorem 2 ([4]).For any set of treesT , T is CMSO-definable iffT is T -recognizable.



Starting from a sightly different algebra for trees, Niehren and Podelski defined in
[14] a notion of (feature) tree automata for which accepted languages coincide with
T -recognizable sets of trees. Note thatT -recognizability can be defined alternatively
as:

Proposition 3. A tree languageT is T -recognizable iff there exists a finiteΣ-algebra
A with domaindom(A) such that(dom(A), |A,0A) is a commutative monoid,h is a
homomorphism fromT toA andD is a finite subset ofdom(A) such thatT = h−1(D).

Proof. AsT isT -recognizable, there exists a finiteΣ-algebraAwith domaindom(A),
an homomorphismh from T to A and a finite subsetD of dom(A) such thatT =
h−1(D). Let us consider the sub-algebraA′ of A whose domain is preciselyh(Tree).
Obviously,T is T -recognizable using the finite algebraA′, the homomorphismh and
the setD∩dom(A′). It is then easy to prove that(dom(A′), |A′

,0A
′
) is a commutative

monoid.

5.2 Recognizable-Multiset Tree Automata

In [6], Courcelle introduced a notion of tree automaton whose transitions are defined
by means of recognizable sets of finite multisets. This notion can be rephrased in our
settings as follows:

Definition 8. A recognizable-multiset tree automaton is a rational-multiset tree au-
tomaton(Λ,Q, F, δ) such thatF ∈ Rec(M(Q)) and for all q in Q and a in Λ,
δ(q, a) ∈ Rec(M(Q)).

Theorem 3. [6] For any set of treesT , T is CMSO-definable iff there exists some
recognizable-multiset automatonA that acceptsT .

As recognizable sets of multisets are strictly included into rational sets of multisets,
we have:

Corollary 2. The PMSO logic is strictly more powerful than the CMSO logic over un-
ranked and unordered trees.

Courcelle proved in [4] that CMSO is strictly more expressive than MSO on un-
ranked and unordered trees. So, this shows that MSO-CMSO-PMSO is a strict hierar-
chy for this kind of trees; this has to be contrasted with the case of ranked trees where
it is known that MSO and CMSO have the same expressive power [4]. It is also not
difficult to see that the extension to PMSO does not bring neither some new expres-
siveness for ranked trees. For unranked and ordered trees, it is quite simple to write an
MSO formula for the atomModi

j(X), and thus, showing that MSO and CMSO have in
that case the same expressiveness. But, PMSO is for unranked and ordered trees strictly
more expressive than MSO [18].

6 New Characterizations for PMSO Definable Sets

We consider first sets of trees defined by means of a system of equations, namely, equa-
tional trees languages. Then as done in Section 5.1 for CMSO, we give a fully algebraic
characterization of PMSO definable sets of trees.



6.1 Equational Tree Languages

Let X1, . . . , Xn be a finite set of variables. We consider the signatureΣ ∪ {+} ∪
{X1, . . . , Xn} where+ is a binary symbol used in infix notation andX1, . . . , Xn are
considered as constants.

A systemS of equations over the signatureΣ ∪ {+} and the variablesX1, . . . , Xn

is a set of equations of the formXi = si such thatsi is a term built overΣ ∪ {+} ∪
{X1, . . . , Xn} and for eachXi, there exists precisely one equation inS.

For aΣ-algebraM and a set of variables{X1, . . . , Xn}, aM-valuationI is a map-
ping associating with each variableXi a subset of the domain ofM. A M-valuationI
is extended to terms built over the signatureΣ ∪ {+} as follows:

– I(0) = {0M}
– I(a(s)) = {aM(t) | t ∈ I(s)}
– I(s1 | s2) = {t1 |M t2 | t1 ∈ I(s1), t2 ∈ I(s2)}
– I(s1 + s2) = I(s1) ∪ I(s2)

A M-valuationI is a solution of a system of equationsS for theΣ-algebraM if for
all equationsXi = si in S, it holds thatI(Xi) is equal toI(si). Valuations (and thus,
solutions) over the same set of variables are equipped with a natural partial ordering:
I is smaller thanI ′ if for all Xi, I(Xi) ⊆ I(X ′

i). It is not difficult to prove that any
system of equationsS admits a least solution; we will denoteLeast(S,M) the least
M-valuation which is a solution ofS.

Definition 9 ([12]). For aΣ-algebraM, a subsetL of the domain ofM is equational if
there exists a system of equationsS (over the signatureΣ∪{+}) with some designated
variableX such thatLeast(S,M)(X) = L.

As a particular case for theΣ-algebraT , a set of treesT is equational if there exists
a system of equationsS with some designated variableX such thatLeast(S, T )(X) =
T . We denoteEquat(T ) the set of equational tree languages.

Courcelle proved in [4] that CMSO-definable languages are equational but that the
converse is not true: some languages are equational but not CMSO-definable.

We recall in the next two propositions some useful properties of equational lan-
guages.

Proposition 4 ([12]). Let M,M′ be twoΣ-algebras andh a homomorphism from
M to M′. For any system of equationsS, for any variableX from S, it holds that
Least(S,M′)(X) = h(Least(S,M)(X)).

Proposition 5 ([12]). For theΣ-algebra of termsC, a languageL is equational (ie
L ∈ Equat(C)) iff L is regular (ie accepted by some “classical” tree automaton).

Theorem 4. For any set of treesT , T is PMSO-definable iffT ∈ Equat(T ).

Proof. By proposition 5, a setS of Σ-terms is regular iff it is equational overC. By
Proposition 4, we have thathC(S) is equational overT . Conversely, ifT is equational
overT then still by Proposition 4, there existsS equational overC such thatT = hC(S).



Then, by Proposition 1, it is sufficient to prove thathC(S) is accepted by some rational-
multiset automaton.

Let us denoteACU(S) the ACU-closure ofS. By Proposition 2,hC(ACU(S)) is
accepted by some rational-multiset automaton. We conclude easily using thathC(S) =
hC(ACU(S)).

6.2 An Algebraic Characterization of PMSO Definability

We are going to define now an algebraic recognizability criteria for the logic PMSO.
Recalling thatC is the algebra of terms built over the signatureΣ, it is obvious to see
that the notion ofC-recognizability is the same as the one defined by “classical” tree
automata [3] for ranked trees written over the signatureΣ (ie for Σ-terms): the set of
states is the domain of the finiteΣ-algebraA, the interpretation of the function symbols
fromΣ in A provides the transition rules (which are bottom-up deterministic) andD is
the set of final states.

We define weakT -recognizability for unranked and unordered trees as follows:

Definition 10. A tree languageT is weaklyT -recognizable iff there exists someC-
recognizable set ofΣ-termsM such thatT = hC(M).

Intuitively, we can considerΣ-terms as representatives for trees andhC as the map-
ping associating with eachΣ-term the tree it represents. However,hC is not injective,
ie a single tree may have several representatives (actually, countably many). The in-
tuition of weakT -recognizability is to consider recognizability for the representatives
(ie theΣ-terms) instead of the trees themselves. This notion is therefore different from
T -recognizability asT -recognizability requires all the representatives of some tree to
be recognized (see Proposition 6).

Theorem 5. A set of treesT is PMSO-definable iffT is weaklyT -recognizable.

Sketch of proof. By definition,T is weaklyT -recognizable iff there exists someC-
recognizable set ofΣ-termsM such thatT = hC(M). By Proposition 5, this is equiv-
alent to the existence of some equational languageM over the algebraC such that
T = hC(M). Using Proposition 4, this latter holds iffT is an equational language over
the algebraT . Finally, by Theorem 4, this amounts to haveT PMSO-definable.

7 New Characterizations for CMSO Definable Sets

In this section we reformulate CMSO definability first in terms ofC-recognizability and
then by a restricted subclass of Presburger tree automata.

7.1 CMSO-Definability and C-recognizability

Proposition 6. For any set of treesT , T is CMSO-definable iff the set ofΣ-terms
h−1
C (T ) is C-recognizable.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2 and Proposition 4.4 from [6] stating thatT is T -
recognizable iffh−1

C (T ) is C-recognizable.



7.2 CMSO-Definability and Presburger Tree Automata

Definition 11. A unary Presburger tree automatonis a PTA(Λ,Q, F, δ) such thatF ∈
F1
U ({p ≤ p′, Divk(p)}) and for all q ∈ Q and alla ∈ Λ, δ(q, a) belongs toF1

U ({p ≤
p′, Divk(p)}).

Lemma 2. LetN be a subset ofNl andA = (a1, . . . , al) be some alphabet. ThenN is
unary ordering-definable iffπ−1

A (N) ∈ Rec(M(A)).

Proof. Courcelle showed in [6] thatπ−1
A (N) ∈ Rec(M(A)) iff N is a finite union of

Cartesian products ofl ultimately periodic sets of naturals,ie N is a finite union of sets
of the formB1× . . .×Bl where for eachi,Bi = {b+αp | α ∈ N} for someb, p ∈ N.
We just prove then thatN is unary ordering-definable iffN is a finite union of Cartesian
products ofl ultimately periodic sets of naturals

Then, as for Presburger tree automata and PMSO, we have

Proposition 7. For any set of treesT , T is CMSO-definable iff there exists some unary
Presburger tree automatonA that acceptsT .

Proof. Straightforward using Theorem 3 and Lemma 2.

8 Some Characterizations for MSO Definable Sets

In this section, we investigate sets of trees definable by means of MSO sentences;
Mainly, we are going to study how restrictions over formalisms used to characterize
CMSO or PMSO can be put.

8.1 MSO-Definability and Presburger Tree Automata

Definition 12. A unary ordering tree automatonis a PTA(Λ,Q, F, δ) such thatF ∈
F1
U ({p ≤ p′}) and for all q ∈ Q and alla ∈ Λ, δ(q, a) belongs toF1

U ({p ≤ p′}).

Proposition 8. For any set of treesT , T is MSO-definable iff there exists some unary
ordering tree automatonA that acceptsT .

Sketch of proof. The proof is rather standard. We show first that the existence of an
accepting run for a tree can be expressed by some MSO sentence. For the converse,
we show closure of the unary ordering tree automaton under union, complementation
(by computing first a deterministic and complete automaton) and relabeling morphism.
Then, we build such an automaton inductively over the structure of the MSO formula.



8.2 MSO-Definability and Aperiodic-Recognizable Tree Automata

Definition 13. A multiset languageL ∈ M(A) is aperiodically recognizable if there
exists a monoid morphismh from (L,], {∅}) to a finite aperiodic7 monoid(D,+, ι)
and a finite subsetD′ ofD such thatL = h−1(D′).

We denoteApRec(M(A)) the set of aperiodically recognizable multiset languages.

Definition 14. An aperiodic-recognizable multiset tree automaton is a rational-multiset
tree automaton(Λ,Q, F, δ) such thatF ∈ ApRec(M(Q)) and for all q in Q anda in
Λ, δ(q, a) ∈ ApRec(M(Q)).

Lemma 3. LetN be a subset ofNl andA = (a1, . . . , al) be some alphabet,N is unary
ordering-definable iffπ−1

A (N) ∈ ApRec(M(A)).

Sketch of proof. We prove first thatN is unary ordering-definable iffN is a finite
union of Cartesian products ofl ultimately periodic sets of naturals with periods in
{0, 1}, ie N is a finite union of sets of the formB1 × . . . × Bl where for eachi,
Bi = {b + αp | α ∈ N} for someb ∈ N andp ∈ {0, 1}. Then, we use a result from
[9] stating thatN is a finite union of Cartesian products ofl ultimately periodic sets of
naturals with periods in{0, 1} iff N is a star-free subset ofNl, ie N can be obtained
from finite subsets ofNl using sum+ and Boolean operations (union, intersection,
complement). Finally, we can conclude using that(Nl,+) is isomorphic to(M(A),])
and that over commutative monoids, star-free languages are precisely the recognizable
and aperiodic ones [10].

Theorem 6. For any set of treesT , T is MSO-definable iff there exists some aperiodic-
recognizable multiset automatonA that acceptsT .

Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 8 and Lemma 3.

8.3 An Algebraic Characterization of MSO Definability

We relate here MSO definability and algebraicT -recognizability.

Definition 15. A tree languageT is aperiodicallyT -recognizable iff there exists a finite
Σ-algebraA with domaindom(A) such that(dom(A), |A,0A) is an aperiodic and
commutative monoid,h is a homomorphism fromT to A andD is a finite subset of
dom(A) such thatT = h−1(D).

Theorem 7. For any set of treesT , T is MSO-definable iffT is aperiodicallyT -
recognizable.

7 We recall that a monoid(S, .) is said to to be aperiodic if for alls ∈ S, there exists some
naturaln such thatsn = sn+1 wheres1 = s andsk+1 = sk.s.
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